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theories and term rewriting systems is discussed in the paper. We get as the main result that
any pair of elements of an algebra belongs to the equational theory generated by a setA of
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The articles [14], [9], [18], [1], [20], [22], [21], [3], [6], [8], [7], [4], [2], [17], [15], [12], [16], [10],
[11], [13], and [5] provide the notation and terminology for this paper.

1. ENDOMORPHISMS AND TRANSLATIONS

Let Sbe a non empty many sorted signature, letA be an algebra overS, and lets be a sort symbol
of S. An element ofA, s is an element of (the sorts ofA)(s).

Let I be a set, letA be a many sorted set indexed byI , and leth1, h2 be many sorted functions
from A into A. Thenh2◦h1 is a many sorted function fromA into A.

One can prove the following propositions:

(1) Let S be a non empty non void many sorted signature,A be an algebra overS, o be an
operation symbol ofS, anda be a set. Ifa∈ Args(o,A), thena is a function.

(2) LetSbe a non empty non void many sorted signature,A be an algebra overS, o be an oper-
ation symbol ofS, anda be a function. Supposea∈ Args(o,A). Then doma = domArity(o)
and for every seti such thati ∈ domArity(o) holdsa(i) ∈ (the sorts ofA)(Arity(o)i).

Let S be a non empty non void many sorted signature and letA be an algebra overS. We say
thatA is feasible if and only if:

(Def. 1) For every operation symbolo of Ssuch that Args(o,A) 6= /0 holds Result(o,A) 6= /0.

Next we state the proposition

(3) Let Sbe a non empty non void many sorted signature,o be an operation symbol ofS, and
A be an algebra overS. Then Args(o,A) 6= /0 if and only if for every natural numberi such
that i ∈ domArity(o) holds (the sorts ofA)(Arity(o)i) 6= /0.
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Let Sbe a non empty non void many sorted signature. One can verify that every algebra overS
which is non-empty is also feasible.

Let Sbe a non empty non void many sorted signature. One can check that there exists an algebra
overSwhich is non-empty.

Let Sbe a non empty non void many sorted signature and letA be an algebra overS. A many
sorted function fromA into A is said to be an endomorphism ofA if:

(Def. 2) It is a homomorphism ofA into A.

In the sequelS is a non empty non void many sorted signature andA is an algebra overS.
The following propositions are true:

(4) idthe sorts ofA is an endomorphism ofA.

(5) Leth1, h2 be many sorted functions fromA into A, o be an operation symbol ofS, anda be
an element of Args(o,A). If a∈ Args(o,A), thenh2#(h1#a) = (h2◦h1)#a.

(6) For all endomorphismsh1, h2 of A holdsh2◦h1 is an endomorphism ofA.

Let Sbe a non empty non void many sorted signature, letA be an algebra overS, and leth1, h2

be endomorphisms ofA. Thenh2◦h1 is an endomorphism ofA.
Let S be a non empty non void many sorted signature. The functor TranslRel(S) is a binary

relation on the carrier ofSand is defined by the condition (Def. 3).

(Def. 3) Lets1, s2 be sort symbols ofS. Then〈〈s1, s2〉〉 ∈ TranslRel(S) if and only if there exists an
operation symbolo of Ssuch that the result sort ofo = s2 and there exists a natural numberi
such thati ∈ domArity(o) and Arity(o)i = s1.

One can prove the following three propositions:

(7) LetSbe a non empty non void many sorted signature,o be an operation symbol ofS, A be
an algebra overS, anda be a function. Supposea∈ Args(o,A). Let i be a natural number and
x be an element ofA, Arity(o)i . Thena+· (i,x) ∈ Args(o,A).

(8) LetA1, A2 be algebras overS, h be a many sorted function fromA1 into A2, ando be an op-
eration symbol ofS. Suppose Args(o,A1) 6= /0 and Args(o,A2) 6= /0. Let i be a natural number.
Supposei ∈ domArity(o). Let x be an element ofA1, Arity(o)i . Thenh(Arity(o)i)(x) ∈ (the
sorts ofA2)(Arity(o)i).

(9) Let Sbe a non empty non void many sorted signature,o be an operation symbol ofS, and
i be a natural number. Supposei ∈ domArity(o). Let A1, A2 be algebras overS, h be a many
sorted function fromA1 into A2, anda, b be elements of Args(o,A1). Supposea∈Args(o,A1)
andh#a∈ Args(o,A2). Let f , g1, g2 be functions. Supposef = a andg1 = h#a andg2 = h#b.
Let x be an element ofA1, Arity(o)i . If b = f +· (i,x), then g2(i) = h(Arity(o)i)(x) and
h#b = g1 +· (i,g2(i)).

Let Sbe a non empty non void many sorted signature, leto be an operation symbol ofS, let i be
a natural number, letA be an algebra overS, and leta be a function. The functoroA

i (a,−) yielding
a function is defined by the conditions (Def. 4).

(Def. 4)(i) dom(oA
i (a,−)) = (the sorts ofA)(Arity(o)i), and

(ii) for every setx such thatx ∈ (the sorts ofA)(Arity(o)i) holds oA
i (a,−)(x) = (Den(o,

A))(a+· (i,x)).

One can prove the following proposition

(10) LetSbe a non empty non void many sorted signature,o be an operation symbol ofS, andi
be a natural number. Supposei ∈ domArity(o). Let A be a feasible algebra overSanda be a
function. Supposea∈Args(o,A). ThenoA

i (a,−) is a function from (the sorts ofA)(Arity(o)i)
into (the sorts ofA)(the result sort ofo).
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Let Sbe a non empty non void many sorted signature, lets1, s2 be sort symbols ofS, let A be an
algebra overS, and let f be a function. We say thatf is an elementary translation inA from s1 into
s2 if and only if the condition (Def. 5) is satisfied.

(Def. 5) There exists an operation symbolo of Ssuch that

(i) the result sort ofo = s2, and

(ii) there exists a natural numberi such thati ∈ domArity(o) and Arity(o)i = s1 and there
exists a functiona such thata∈ Args(o,A) and f = oA

i (a,−).

One can prove the following four propositions:

(11) LetSbe a non empty non void many sorted signature,s1, s2 be sort symbols ofS, A be a
feasible algebra overS, and f be a function. Supposef is an elementary translation inA from
s1 into s2. Then

(i) f is a function from (the sorts ofA)(s1) into (the sorts ofA)(s2),

(ii) (the sorts ofA)(s1) 6= /0, and

(iii) (the sorts ofA)(s2) 6= /0.

(12) LetSbe a non empty non void many sorted signature,s1, s2 be sort symbols ofS, A be an
algebra overS, and f be a function. Iff is an elementary translation inA from s1 into s2, then
〈〈s1, s2〉〉 ∈ TranslRel(S).

(13) LetSbe a non empty non void many sorted signature,s1, s2 be sort symbols ofS, andA be
a non-empty algebra overS. If 〈〈s1, s2〉〉 ∈ TranslRel(S), then there exists a function which is
an elementary translation inA from s1 into s2.

(14) LetSbe a non empty non void many sorted signature,A be a feasible algebra overS, and
s1, s2 be sort symbols ofS. Suppose TranslRel(S) reducess1 to s2. Let q be a reduction
sequence w.r.t. TranslRel(S) andp be a function yielding finite sequence. Suppose that

(i) lenq = lenp+1,

(ii) s1 = q(1),

(iii) s2 = q(lenq), and

(iv) for every natural numberi and for every functionf and for all sort symbolss1, s2 of S
such thati ∈ domp and f = p(i) ands1 = q(i) ands2 = q(i + 1) holds f is an elementary
translation inA from s1 into s2.

Then

(v) compose(the sorts ofA)(s1) p is a function from (the sorts ofA)(s1) into (the sorts ofA)(s2),
and

(vi) if p 6= /0, then (the sorts ofA)(s1) 6= /0 and (the sorts ofA)(s2) 6= /0.

Let S be a non empty non void many sorted signature, letA be a non-empty algebra overS,
and lets1, s2 be sort symbols ofS. Let us assume that TranslRel(S) reducess1 to s2. A function
from (the sorts ofA)(s1) into (the sorts ofA)(s2) is said to be a translation inA from s1 into s2 if it
satisfies the condition (Def. 6).

(Def. 6) There exists a reduction sequenceq w.r.t. TranslRel(S) and there exists a function yielding
finite sequencep such that

(i) it = compose(the sorts ofA)(s1) p,

(ii) lenq = lenp+1,

(iii) s1 = q(1),

(iv) s2 = q(lenq), and

(v) for every natural numberi and for every functionf and for all sort symbolss1, s2 of S
such thati ∈ domp and f = p(i) ands1 = q(i) ands2 = q(i + 1) holds f is an elementary
translation inA from s1 into s2.
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We now state the proposition

(15) Let S be a non empty non void many sorted signature,A be a non-empty algebra overS,
ands1, s2 be sort symbols ofS. Suppose TranslRel(S) reducess1 to s2. Let q be a reduction
sequence w.r.t. TranslRel(S) andp be a function yielding finite sequence. Suppose that

(i) lenq = lenp+1,

(ii) s1 = q(1),

(iii) s2 = q(lenq), and

(iv) for every natural numberi and for every functionf and for all sort symbolss1, s2 of S
such thati ∈ domp and f = p(i) ands1 = q(i) ands2 = q(i + 1) holds f is an elementary
translation inA from s1 into s2.

Then compose(the sorts ofA)(s1) p is a translation inA from s1 into s2.

In the sequelA is a non-empty algebra overS.
We now state several propositions:

(16) For every sort symbols of Sholds id(the sorts ofA)(s) is a translation inA from s into s.

(17) Lets1, s2 be sort symbols ofSand f be a function. Supposef is an elementary translation
in A from s1 into s2. Then TranslRel(S) reducess1 to s2 and f is a translation inA from s1

into s2.

(18) Lets1, s2, s3 be sort symbols ofS. Suppose TranslRel(S) reducess1 to s2 and TranslRel(S)
reducess2 to s3. Let t1 be a translation inA from s1 into s2 andt2 be a translation inA from
s2 into s3. Thent2 · t1 is a translation inA from s1 into s3.

(19) Let s1, s2, s3 be sort symbols ofS. Suppose TranslRel(S) reducess1 to s2. Let t be a
translation inA from s1 into s2 and f be a function. Supposef is an elementary translation in
A from s2 into s3. Then f · t is a translation inA from s1 into s3.

(20) Let s1, s2, s3 be sort symbols ofS. Suppose TranslRel(S) reducess2 to s3. Let f be a
function. Supposef is an elementary translation inA from s1 into s2. Let t be a translation in
A from s2 into s3. Thent · f is a translation inA from s1 into s3.

The schemeTranslationInddeals with a non empty non void many sorted signatureA , a non-
empty algebraB overA , and a ternary predicateP , and states that:

Let s1, s2 be sort symbols ofA . Suppose TranslRel(A) reducess1 to s2. Let t be a
translation inB from s1 into s2. ThenP [t,s1,s2]

provided the following conditions are satisfied:
• For every sort symbols of A holdsP [id(the sorts ofB)(s),s,s], and
• Let s1, s2, s3 be sort symbols ofA . Suppose TranslRel(A) reducess1 to s2. Let t be

a translation inB from s1 into s2. SupposeP [t,s1,s2]. Let f be a function. Iff is an
elementary translation inB from s2 into s3, thenP [ f · t,s1,s3].

The following propositions are true:

(21) LetA1, A2 be non-empty algebras overSandh be a many sorted function fromA1 into A2.
Supposeh is a homomorphism ofA1 into A2. Let o be an operation symbol ofS and i be a
natural number. Supposei ∈ domArity(o). Let a be an element of Args(o,A1). Thenh(the
result sort ofo) ·oA1

i (a,−) = oA2
i (h#a,−) ·h(Arity(o)i).

(22) Leth be an endomorphism ofA, o be an operation symbol ofS, andi be a natural number.
Supposei ∈ domArity(o). Let a be an element of Args(o,A). Thenh(the result sort ofo) ·
oA

i (a,−) = oA
i (h#a,−) ·h(Arity(o)i).

(23) Let A1, A2 be non-empty algebras overS andh be a many sorted function fromA1 into
A2. Supposeh is a homomorphism ofA1 into A2. Let s1, s2 be sort symbols ofS andt be
a function. Supposet is an elementary translation inA1 from s1 into s2. Then there exists a
functionT from (the sorts ofA2)(s1) into (the sorts ofA2)(s2) such thatT is an elementary
translation inA2 from s1 into s2 andT ·h(s1) = h(s2) · t.
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(24) Leth be an endomorphism ofA, s1, s2 be sort symbols ofS, andt be a function. Suppose
t is an elementary translation inA from s1 into s2. Then there exists a functionT from (the
sorts ofA)(s1) into (the sorts ofA)(s2) such thatT is an elementary translation inA from s1

into s2 andT ·h(s1) = h(s2) · t.

(25) Let A1, A2 be non-empty algebras overS andh be a many sorted function fromA1 into
A2. Supposeh is a homomorphism ofA1 into A2. Let s1, s2 be sort symbols ofS. Suppose
TranslRel(S) reducess1 to s2. Let t be a translation inA1 from s1 into s2. Then there exists a
translationT in A2 from s1 into s2 such thatT ·h(s1) = h(s2) · t.

(26) Let h be an endomorphism ofA ands1, s2 be sort symbols ofS. Suppose TranslRel(S)
reducess1 to s2. Let t be a translation inA from s1 into s2. Then there exists a translationT
in A from s1 into s2 such thatT ·h(s1) = h(s2) · t.

2. COMPATIBILITY , INVARIANTNESS, AND STABILITY

Let S be a non empty non void many sorted signature, letA be an algebra overS, and letR be a
many sorted relation indexed byA. We say thatR is compatible if and only if the condition (Def. 7)
is satisfied.

(Def. 7) Let o be an operation symbol ofS and a, b be functions. Supposea ∈ Args(o,A) and
b∈Args(o,A) and for every natural numbern such thatn∈ domArity(o) holds〈〈a(n), b(n)〉〉 ∈
R(Arity(o)n). Then〈〈(Den(o,A))(a), (Den(o,A))(b)〉〉 ∈ R(the result sort ofo).

We say thatR is invariant if and only if the condition (Def. 8) is satisfied.

(Def. 8) Lets1, s2 be sort symbols ofSandt be a function. Supposet is an elementary translation
in A from s1 into s2. Let a, b be sets. If〈〈a, b〉〉 ∈ R(s1), then〈〈t(a), t(b)〉〉 ∈ R(s2).

We say thatR is stable if and only if the condition (Def. 9) is satisfied.

(Def. 9) Leth be an endomorphism ofA, s be a sort symbol ofS, anda, b be sets. If〈〈a, b〉〉 ∈ R(s),
then〈〈h(s)(a), h(s)(b)〉〉 ∈ R(s).

The following propositions are true:

(27) LetR be an equivalence many sorted relation indexed byA. ThenR is compatible if and
only if R is a congruence ofA.

(28) LetR be a many sorted relation indexed byA. ThenR is invariant if and only if for all sort
symbolss1, s2 of S such that TranslRel(S) reducess1 to s2 and for every translationf in A
from s1 into s2 and for all setsa, b such that〈〈a, b〉〉 ∈ R(s1) holds〈〈 f (a), f (b)〉〉 ∈ R(s2).

Let S be a non empty non void many sorted signature and letA be a non-empty algebra over
S. Observe that every equivalence many sorted relation indexed byA which is invariant is also
compatible and every equivalence many sorted relation indexed byA which is compatible is also
invariant.

Let X be a non empty set. One can verify that idX is non empty.
Now we present two schemes. The schemeMSRExistencedeals with a non empty setA , a

non-empty many sorted setB indexed byA , and a ternary predicateP , and states that:
There exists a many sorted relationR indexed byB such that for every elementi of
A and for all elementsa, b of B(i) holds〈〈a, b〉〉 ∈ R(i) if and only if P [i,a,b]

for all values of the parameters.
The schemeMSRLambdaUdeals with a setA , a many sorted setB indexed byA , and a unary

functorF yielding a set, and states that:
(i) There exists a many sorted relationR indexed byB such that for every seti

such thati ∈ A holdsR(i) = F (i), and
(ii) for all many sorted relationsR1, R2 indexed byB such that for every seti such

that i ∈ A holdsR1(i) = F (i) and for every seti such thati ∈ A holdsR2(i) = F (i)
holdsR1 = R2
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provided the parameters satisfy the following condition:
• For every seti such thati ∈ A holdsF (i) is a relation betweenB(i) andB(i).

Let I be a set and letA be a many sorted set indexed byI . The functor id(I ,A) yielding a many
sorted relation indexed byA is defined by:

(Def. 10) For every seti such thati ∈ I holds(id(I ,A))(i) = idA(i).

Let Sbe a non empty non void many sorted signature and letA be a non-empty algebra overS.
Observe that every many sorted relation indexed byA which is equivalence is also non-empty.

Let Sbe a non empty non void many sorted signature and letA be a non-empty algebra overS.
One can verify that there exists a many sorted relation indexed byA which is invariant, stable, and
equivalence.

3. INVARIANT , STABLE, AND INVARIANT STABLE CLOSURE

In the sequelS is a non empty non void many sorted signature,A is a non-empty algebra overS, and
R is a many sorted relation indexed by the sorts ofA.

The schemeMSRelCldeals with a non empty non void many sorted signatureA , a non-empty
algebraB over A , many sorted relationsQ , D indexed byB, a unary predicateQ , and a ternary
predicateP , and states that:

Q [D] andQ ⊆ D and for every many sorted relationP indexed byB such thatQ [P]
andQ ⊆ P holdsD ⊆ P

provided the parameters satisfy the following conditions:
• Let R be a many sorted relation indexed byB. ThenQ [R] if and only if for all sort

symbolss1, s2 of A and for every functionf from (the sorts ofB)(s1) into (the sorts
of B)(s2) such thatP [ f ,s1,s2] and for all setsa, b such that〈〈a, b〉〉 ∈ R(s1) holds
〈〈 f (a), f (b)〉〉 ∈ R(s2),

• Let s1, s2, s3 be sort symbols ofA , f1 be a function from (the sorts ofB)(s1) into
(the sorts ofB)(s2), and f2 be a function from (the sorts ofB)(s2) into (the sorts of
B)(s3). If P [ f1,s1,s2] andP [ f2,s2,s3], thenP [ f2 · f1,s1,s3],

• For every sort symbols of A holdsP [id(the sorts ofB)(s),s,s], and
• Let s be a sort symbol ofA anda, b be elements ofB, s. Then〈〈a, b〉〉 ∈ D(s) if

and only if there exists a sort symbols′ of A and there exists a functionf from (the
sorts ofB)(s′) into (the sorts ofB)(s) and there exist elementsx, y of B, s′ such that
P [ f ,s′,s] and〈〈x, y〉〉 ∈ Q (s′) anda = f (x) andb = f (y).

Let Sbe a non empty non void many sorted signature, letA be a non-empty algebra overS, and
let Rbe a many sorted relation indexed by the sorts ofA. The functor InvCl(R) is an invariant many
sorted relation indexed byA and is defined by:

(Def. 11) R⊆ InvCl(R) and for every invariant many sorted relationQ indexed byA such thatR⊆ Q
holds InvCl(R) ⊆ Q.

Next we state two propositions:

(29) LetR be a many sorted relation indexed by the sorts ofA, s be a sort symbol ofS, anda, b
be elements ofA, s. Then〈〈a, b〉〉 ∈ (InvCl(R))(s) if and only if there exists a sort symbols′ of
Sand there exist elementsx, y of A, s′ and there exists a translationt in A from s′ into s such
that TranslRel(S) reducess′ to s and〈〈x, y〉〉 ∈ R(s′) anda = t(x) andb = t(y).

(30) For every stable many sorted relationR indexed byA holds InvCl(R) is stable.

Let Sbe a non empty non void many sorted signature, letA be a non-empty algebra overS, and
let R be a many sorted relation indexed by the sorts ofA. The functor StabCl(R) is a stable many
sorted relation indexed byA and is defined by:

(Def. 12) R⊆ StabCl(R) and for every stable many sorted relationQ indexed byA such thatR⊆ Q
holds StabCl(R) ⊆ Q.

The following two propositions are true:
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(31) LetR be a many sorted relation indexed by the sorts ofA, s be a sort symbol ofS, anda,
b be elements ofA, s. Then〈〈a, b〉〉 ∈ (StabCl(R))(s) if and only if there exist elementsx, y
of A, s and there exists an endomorphismh of A such that〈〈x, y〉〉 ∈ R(s) anda = h(s)(x) and
b = h(s)(y).

(32) InvCl(StabCl(R)) is stable.

Let Sbe a non empty non void many sorted signature, letA be a non-empty algebra overS, and
let R be a many sorted relation indexed by the sorts ofA. The functor TRS(R) is an invariant stable
many sorted relation indexed byA and is defined by:

(Def. 13) R⊆ TRS(R) and for every invariant stable many sorted relationQ indexed byA such that
R⊆ Q holds TRS(R) ⊆ Q.

Let Sbe a non empty non void many sorted signature, letA be a non-empty algebra overS, and
let Rbe a non-empty many sorted relation indexed byA. One can check the following observations:

∗ InvCl(R) is non-empty,

∗ StabCl(R) is non-empty, and

∗ TRS(R) is non-empty.

We now state several propositions:

(33) For every invariant many sorted relationR indexed byA holds InvCl(R) = R.

(34) For every stable many sorted relationR indexed byA holds StabCl(R) = R.

(35) For every invariant stable many sorted relationR indexed byA holds TRS(R) = R.

(36) StabCl(R) ⊆ TRS(R) and InvCl(R) ⊆ TRS(R) and StabCl(InvCl(R)) ⊆ TRS(R).

(37) InvCl(StabCl(R)) = TRS(R).

(38) LetR be a many sorted relation indexed by the sorts ofA, s be a sort symbol ofS, anda,
b be elements ofA, s. Then〈〈a, b〉〉 ∈ (TRS(R))(s) if and only if there exists a sort symbol
s′ of S such that TranslRel(S) reducess′ to s and there exist elementsl , r of A, s′ and there
exists an endomorphismh of A and there exists a translationt in A from s′ into ssuch that〈〈l ,
r〉〉 ∈ R(s′) anda = t(h(s′)(l)) andb = t(h(s′)(r)).

4. EQUATIONAL THEORY

We now state four propositions:

(39) LetA be a set andR, E be binary relations onA. Suppose that for all setsa, b such thata∈A
andb∈ A holds〈〈a, b〉〉 ∈ E iff a andb are convertible w.r.t.R. ThenE is total, symmetric,
and transitive.

(40) LetA be a set,Rbe a binary relation onA, andE be an equivalence relation ofA. Suppose
R⊆ E. Let a, b be sets. Ifa ∈ A andb ∈ A anda andb are convertible w.r.t.R, then〈〈a,
b〉〉 ∈ E.

(41) LetA be a non empty set,R be a binary relation onA, anda, b be elements ofA. Then〈〈a,
b〉〉 ∈ EqCl(R) if and only if a andb are convertible w.r.t.R.

(42) Let S be a non empty set,A be a non-empty many sorted set indexed byS, R be a many
sorted relation indexed byA, s be an element ofS, anda, b be elements ofA(s). Then〈〈a,
b〉〉 ∈ (EqCl(R))(s) if and only if a andb are convertible w.r.t.R(s).
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Let Sbe a non empty non void many sorted signature and letA be a non-empty algebra overS.
An equational theory ofA is a stable invariant equivalence many sorted relation indexed byA. Let R
be a many sorted relation indexed byA. The functor EqCl(R,A) yields an equivalence many sorted
relation indexed byA and is defined as follows:

(Def. 14) EqCl(R,A) = EqCl(R).

We now state four propositions:

(43) For every many sorted relationR indexed byA holdsR⊆ EqCl(R,A).

(44) LetRbe a many sorted relation indexed byA andE be an equivalence many sorted relation
indexed byA. If R⊆ E, then EqCl(R,A) ⊆ E.

(45) LetR be a stable many sorted relation indexed byA, s be a sort symbol ofS, anda, b be
elements ofA, s. Supposea andb are convertible w.r.t.R(s). Let h be an endomorphism of
A. Thenh(s)(a) andh(s)(b) are convertible w.r.t.R(s).

(46) For every stable many sorted relationR indexed byA holds EqCl(R,A) is stable.

Let us considerS, A and letR be a stable many sorted relation indexed byA. Observe that
EqCl(R,A) is stable.

We now state two propositions:

(47) LetR be an invariant many sorted relation indexed byA, s1, s2 be sort symbols ofS, and
a, b be elements ofA, s1. Supposea andb are convertible w.r.t.R(s1). Let t be a function.
Supposet is an elementary translation inA from s1 into s2. Thent(a) andt(b) are convertible
w.r.t. R(s2).

(48) For every invariant many sorted relationR indexed byA holds EqCl(R,A) is invariant.

Let us considerS, A and letR be an invariant many sorted relation indexed byA. Note that
EqCl(R,A) is invariant.

The following propositions are true:

(49) LetSbe a non empty set,A be a non-empty many sorted set indexed byS, andR, E be many
sorted relations indexed byA. Suppose that for every elements of Sand for all elementsa, b
of A(s) holds〈〈a, b〉〉 ∈ E(s) iff a andb are convertible w.r.t.R(s). ThenE is equivalence.

(50) Let R, E be many sorted relations indexed byA. Suppose that for every sort symbols
of S and for all elementsa, b of A, s holds 〈〈a, b〉〉 ∈ E(s) iff a andb are convertible w.r.t.
(TRS(R))(s). ThenE is an equational theory ofA.

(51) Let S be a non empty set,A be a non-empty many sorted set indexed byS, R be a many
sorted relation indexed byA, andE be an equivalence many sorted relation indexed byA.
SupposeR⊆ E. Let s be an element ofS and a, b be elements ofA(s). If a and b are
convertible w.r.t.R(s), then〈〈a, b〉〉 ∈ E(s).

Let Sbe a non empty non void many sorted signature, letA be a non-empty algebra overS, and
let R be a many sorted relation indexed by the sorts ofA. The functor EqTh(R) is an equational
theory ofA and is defined by:

(Def. 15) R⊆ EqTh(R) and for every equational theoryQ of A such thatR⊆ Q holds EqTh(R)⊆ Q.

One can prove the following propositions:

(52) For every many sorted relationR indexed by A holds EqCl(R,A) ⊆ EqTh(R) and
InvCl(R) ⊆ EqTh(R) and StabCl(R) ⊆ EqTh(R) and TRS(R) ⊆ EqTh(R).

(53) LetRbe a many sorted relation indexed byA, sbe a sort symbol ofS, anda, b be elements
of A, s. Then〈〈a, b〉〉 ∈ (EqTh(R))(s) if and only if a andb are convertible w.r.t.(TRS(R))(s).

(54) For every many sorted relationR indexed byA holds EqTh(R) = EqCl(TRS(R),A).
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